CS 1/6 Sec 34 1510

Found 1' 20" 30' Above Ground
Two Bearing Trees
20' 5" N 83' W 20'
Both Trees 402' 59' 81
3' 6" Herb. N 75' W 71'

Cdr 12' 30" West of S of Hwy 131
1 North 260' from S of Pepper Creek Rd.

S.A. Shoulder 10' 5' 65
6 Arthur

"E. Smith Said This is the Spot
No Strive of Rock"

Sec 34 tranq A 1851 1941

Conditional Approval as the CS scaling indicates
done by CS, but no on
no mate record found first.
Hopefully will match this

Book

CS 5 South Quarter 1/4 Sec 24 1, 10, 30
Hem N 45' 10' W 15'
Book 5 Sec 6 Trail N 20' 15' W
Cdr 12" 18' L.R. 20' Above Ground
Course & Dist. to RT Marker
Each Tree Surveyed
Smith Memo - March 1-965

Levy Thomas Geo. R. in 3, 11, West 13